
Module 7
7.06
Object pronouns



 Direct objects answer this 
question….What? 

 They receive the action of the verb.
 They can be living and non living things.

 “I gave a gift”. 
 What did you give? …a gift! That’s your 

direct object!



 Indirect objects answer the 
questions..to whom or for whom?

 Indirect objects can only be living 
things!

 “I gave a gift to my sister.”
 To whom did you give the gift? To my 

sister…or “to her”. That’s your indirect 
object!



 There are 4 direct object pronouns…

 LO, LA, LOS, LAS
 LO-singular/masculine, LA-singular/feminine, LOS-

plural/masculine, LAS-plural/feminine

 La casa- singular and feminine..would be replaced 
with LA.

 El pan-singular and masculine..would be replaced 
with LO.

 Los hermanos-masculine and plural..would be 
replaced with LOS.

 Las pastillas-feminine and plural..would be replaced 
with LAS.



 There are 6 indirect object pronouns..
 Me, te, le, nos, os, les
 Remember these answer to whom or for 

whom…
 For example…”yo doy el regalo a mi 
hermana”.

 To whom are you giving the gift? A 
MI HERMANA…the indirect object 
pronoun would be …LE (to her).



 There are 2 major rules when using 
object pronouns…..

 1) When you rearrange your sentence 
with object pronouns it must be 
….INDIRECT+DIRECT+VERB

 Yo traigo el regalo a ti.

 YO TE LO TRAIGO.
 Te is your indirect …lo is your 

direct..traigo your verb



Rule #2 is
 When you have le/les in front of your 

direct object pronoun (lo,la,los,las) that 
LE/LES becomes….SE.

 Yo doy el regalo a mi hermana.
 YO SE LO DOY.



 LO, LA, LOS, LAS ARE YOUR DIRECT 
OBJECT PRONOUNS.

 ME,TE,LE,NOS,OS, LES ARE YOUR 
INDIRECT OBJECT PRONOUNS.

 INDIRECT+DIRECT+VERB IS THE ORDER 
YOU REARRANGE THEM IN.

 LE/LES BECOMES SE IN FRONT OF 
YOUR DIRECT OBJECT PRONOUN.



“Just keep 
swimming!”-
Dori from 
“Finding 
Nemo”


